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DESY'S FUTURE HIGH ENERGY PHYSICSPROGRAMME�Robert KlannerDESY and University of Hamburg, Germany(Reeived August 19, 2002)The future aelerator related high energy physis programme of DESYis reviewed: After the suessful ompletion of the HERAI data taking in2000 and the upgrade of HERA and the HERA experiments in 2000�2001,the priority for DESY's high energy programme until 2006 is HERAII:1 fb�1 of luminosity for the ollider experiments H1 and ZEUS and data forHERMES and HERAb. After the ompletion of the HERAII programmethe priority will shift to experimentation at a high energy linear e+e�ollider.PACS numbers: 13.60.�r, 13.60.Hb, 13.65.+i1. IntrodutionAs one of the 15 researh enters of the Herrmann-von-HelmholtzGesellshaft, DESY's mission is to oneive, develop and operate aeler-ators as large researh infrastruture for German and international researhgroups. Most of the researh at DESY is done by external users: DESY'sown in-house researh represents about 7.5% of its budget. Thus DESYis suessful if the users perform exellent and highly visible researh; thedisussions with the users on the present and future programme � as takingplae at this workshop � are essential for the planning and deision makingof DESY.DESY's sienti� programme rests on 3 pillars: Aelerators, high energypartile physis and researh with synhrotron radiation.At present about 2200 sientists perform researh with synhrotron ra-diation at DESY. The work is entered at DORIS. In addition there is anexiting, hard X-ray programme at PETRA, when it is not used as injetorfor HERA. First experiments are also being performed at the VUV-FEL� Plenary presentation at the X International Workshop on Deep Inelasti Sattering(DIS2002) Craow, Poland, 30 April�4 May, 2002.(3383)



3384 R. Klanner(Free-Eletron-Laser) of the TTF (TESLA-Test-Faility). After the demon-stration of the SASE (Self Ampli�ed Spontaneous Emission) laser prinipleat wavelengths below 100 nm at the TTF, it is planned to upgrade the TTFto TTFII, a user faility with photon wavelengths down to 6 nm from 2004onwards.In order to maintain its role as synhrotron radiation laboratory, DESYplans to transform PETRA in 2007 into a dediated synhrotron radiationsoure (PETRAIII), whih however will require additional funding for man-power and investments.DESY's high energy physis researh is presently entered at HERAwith the four experiments H1, ZEUS, HERMES and HERAb. About 1200physiists partiipate in this programme. After the upgrade of HERA and ofthe HERA-experiments (HERAII), DESY is dediated to deliver until 20061 fb�1 of ep luminosity (approximately equally shared between eletrons andpositrons of both heliities) eah to H1 and ZEUS, in addition to polarizedeletrons and unpolarized protons for HERMES and HERAb, respetively.In addition some beam time ould be devoted to running at lower energies.The programme beyond 2007 depends on the deision on the LC (Lin-ear Collider) whih is DESY's �rst priority for high energy physis beyond2006. Any programme beyond HERAII will require additional resoures. Forreasons of manpower, it is at present not possible to work out new ideas,like options for PETRAIII whih are ompatible with a high energy physisprogramme and e�ient synhrotron radiation researh. The same holdsfor polarized protons or light ions in HERA. Nevertheless, the high energyphysis siene ase is looked at by several users. By 2003 the situation onthe LC and PETRAIII should be more lear. The possibility to realize aHERAIII programme will depend on the progress in the LC deision mak-ing, the quality of the siene ase, the strength of the ommunity and thesituation of manpower and funding.The TESLA TDR ontains in its appendix options for a sienti� use ofTESLA and HERA as an extension of the ongoing programme.2. R&D on superonduting linear aeleratorsand free eletron lasersIn 1992, shortly after the ompletion of HERA and the observation ofthe very �rst (and still low) luminosity by ZEUS and H1, the R&D pro-gramme towards superonduting linear aelerators has been started withinthe framework of the international TESLA (TeV Superonduting LinearAelerator) ollaboration hosted at DESY.



DESY's Future High Energy Physis Programme 3385The aim was to develop the superonduting tehnology to the level thatthe onstrution of a linear ollider (LC) in the 0.5 to 1TeV range wouldbeome feasible. The target de�ned by B.H. Wiik has been an inrease inaelerating gradient by a fator 5 and a redution of the ost per meter bya fator 4. An integral part of the R&D programme has been the TESLATest Faility (TTF) with whih the long term performane of all ompo-nents ould be demonstrated under realisti onditions. From the beginningTESLA has been oneived as ollider for high energy partile physis re-searh and as a fourth generation photon soure. The requirements for both�elds have been de�ned by the TESLA ollaboration in lose ontat withthe world-wide user ommunity.The TESLA TDR (Tehnial Design Report), whih has been publishedand presented in a Sienti� Colloquium at Hamburg in Marh 2001, demon-strates that above R&D goals have been ahieved. The TDR has been writ-ten by 1134 authors from 304 institutions in 36 ountries. The TTF hasbeen suessfully set-up and operated at DESY with major omponents andmanpower oming from several ountries in a truly global ollaboration.In the following two reent R&D highlights from the TESLA ollabora-tion are presented.Fig. 1 shows a photo of a 9-ell TESLA Nb avity. So far about hun-dred 9-ell avities, six 7-ell and twenty-two 1-ell avities have been pro-dued. The average aelerating gradient ould be steadily inreased and theavity-to-avity spread redued. For the last prodution series an average of26MV/m has been ahieved with all avities above 23.5MV/m, the valuerequired for a enter-of-mass energy of 500GeV for a 33 km long TESLAollider. In a ollaboration between CERN, DESY, KEK and Salay theeletropolishing of Nb avities has been developed. Enouraging aelerat-ing gradients in exess of 40MV/m at Q-values of 5�109 have been ahieved.Reently a full 9-ell eletropolished avity has ahieved 35MV/m at 5�109.This orresponds to a TESLA energy of 800GeV. The installation of av-ities with gradients in exess of 35MV/m opens the possibility to ahieve
Fig. 1. Photo of a TESLA 9-ell Nb avity.



3386 R. Klannerenergies between 500 to lose to 800GeV from the beginning, however at re-dued luminosity (3 to 1 �1034m�2s�1) above 500 GeV. To ahieve the fullluminosity (6� 1034m�2s�1) above 500GeV then just requires an inreasein RF-power and ooling for a seond phase of TESLA.The SASE priniple (Self Ampli�ed Spontaneous Emission) for Free-Eletron-Lasers has been proposed in 1980 by Kondratenko and Saldin: Theinteration between the photon �eld radiated by a small emittane eletronbeam in an undulator with the eletrons an lead to a miro-bunhing ofthe eletron bunh resulting in laser type radiation. Di�erent to undula-tor radiation, the radiated photon intensity is proportional to N2e , whereNe � 109 is the number of eletrons per bunh. This results in an inreasein photon intensity by 9 orders of magnitude. In addition the radiation isoherent and pulse lengths in the tens of femtoseond range an be reahed.With the TTF the SASE priniple ould be experimentally demonstratedat wavelengths around 100 nm and studied in detail. The laser radiation hasbeen haraterised in a number of experiments and the results agree withthe theoretial expetations. A ruial predition, the exponential growth ofthe radiation intensity along the undulator and �nally saturation, has beenahieved in September 2001. The results are shown in Fig. 2. These �ndingshave paved the way to the X-ray free eletron laser (XFEL) whih is a partof the TESLA proposal.

Fig. 2. Radiated power in the TTF-FEL as funtion of the longitudinal position inmeters in the undulator.



DESY's Future High Energy Physis Programme 33873. High energy physis programmeOver the last year intensive disussions on the road-map of high en-ergy physis have taken plae whih resulted in a world-wide onsensuson the next high energy aelerator. As example the European position(ECFA/01/213) ontains the following priorities for aelerator based par-tile physis in Europe:� Alloation of all neessary resoures to fully exploit the LHC Faility.� Continued support for ongoing experiments.� Realisation in as timely a fashion as possible of a world-wide ollabora-tion to onstrut a high luminosity e+e�-ollider with a entre-of-massenergy exeeding 400 GeV.� Strengthen the eduational programme in aelerator physis, and in-rease the aelerator R&D at laboratories and universities.DESY is fully ommitted to this road-map, by putting for the next yearsHERAII as its highest priority, by ating as rystallisation point for the su-peronduting TESLA ollider and a foussed aelerator R&D programmein a global ollaboration with universities and researh laboratories.3.1. Physis at HERAIIThe physis programme of HERAII has been worked out during theHERA Workshop (1995-1996) whih has de�ned the goals for the HERAupgrade: An inrease by a fator four in luminosity to 7:5� 1034m�2s�1and polarized eletrons and positrons for the two ollider experiments H1and ZEUS. To ahieve this goal the interation regions had to be ompletelyrebuilt: Speial superonding magnets had to be installed inside the dete-tors about 1m from the nominal interation point in order to ahieve therequired foussing of the beams. As a result the synhrotron radiation pro-dued lose to the experiments has inreased by a fator of about 20 andHERA is signi�antly more sensitive to misalignments of the beam and ofthe magneti elements.The HERA upgrade was ompleted in summer 2001. In autumn 2001 aspei� luminosity within 20% of the design value has been ahieved. Therunning-in, however, has been signi�antly slower than expeted. At present(July 2002) HERA is able to deliver luminosity reliably. The outstand-ing problem is the large amount of bakground, whih prevents the experi-ments H1 and ZEUS from data taking and forbids to inrease the urrents inHERA beause of radiation damage to sensitive detetor omponents. The



3388 R. KlannerHERMES experiment, whih has set-up a transversely polarized proton tar-get, has already taken physis data. The HERAb experiment has ommis-sioned most of its detetor omponents and has taken high statistis p�Atotal ross setion data for alibration and physis studies.The HERAII physis programme of H1, ZEUS and HERMES has beendisussed extensively at this workshop. I will just highlight a few topis andrefer to the muh more extensive ontributions from other speakers.3.1.1. QCD at HERAIIHERA will ontinue to make signi�ant ontributions to many aspetsof QCD, like the struture of the proton and the photon, the value and thesale dependene of the strong oupling onstant and QCD at high partondensities.A major e�ort of H1 and ZEUS is devoted to a preision measurement ofthe strong oupling onstant �S and its energy dependene from the salingviolation of the struture funtions and from �nal states. The aim is toahieve an experimental unertainty of � 0.001 from HERA data alone �this will require a ontinued lose ollaboration with the theoretial ommu-nity.HERA will ontinue to study the regime of high parton densities anddi�ration at low x-values. Partiular emphasis is presently put on thestudy of exlusive reations like DVCS (Deeply Virtual Compton Satter-ing), where HERMES and the ollider experiments over enter-of-mass en-ergies from 7.5 to 350GeV. Already the present measurements give a �rstaess to the reent �eld of Skewed Parton Distributions. Given the smallross setions preise measurements require HERAII luminosities. HERMESis preparing a Reoil Detetor made of silion strip detetors, sintillating�bres, sintillator strips and a solenoid surrounding the target, to leanlyidentify exlusive reations. H1 will install the VFPS (Very Forward ProtonSpetrometer) 200m away from the interation point in the old region ofthe HERA-proton ring. This new detetor will open a new quality for thehigh statistis study of di�ration using tagged protons.On the topi of the unpolarized parton distribution funtions (pdfs) ofthe proton, the inreased luminosity and the availability of polarized ele-trons and protons will allow a preise and diret measurement of the u=dratio in the proton at high x-values. With the additional HERAII statistisa preision �HERA-only� determination of the pdfs will beome feasible.In the �eld of polarized struture funtions, HERMES, using a trans-versely polarized proton target, will measure the so far unmeasured quarktransversity distributions Æq.As on�rmed at this meeting with data from pp,  and real and vir-tual p-sattering, beauty prodution remains a puzzle, with ross setions a



DESY's Future High Energy Physis Programme 3389fator two to twenty above the QCD preditions. The inreased luminosityof HERA and the improved miro-vertex detetors will allow a preision,high statistis study of this question in photoprodution and deep inelastisattering. HERAb will also ontribute by a preise measurement of theb-prodution-, harmonium- (J= -,  '-, �-,...) and open harm-ross se-tion in pA-interations. These data will also provide valuable input to theunderstanding of harmonium suppression in nuleus�nuleus interations.A �eld, whih I personally �nd very exiting and whih in my viewdeserves a larger e�ort, is the study of QCD-instantons, whih ould welllead to a disovery unique to HERA.Above inomplete list exempli�es the rih QCD programme aessibleby HERAII.3.1.2. Eletro-weak physis at HERAIISo far the luminosity of HERA has been marginal for preise studies ofeletro-weak physis.For the harged urrent (CC) reation the present results and the expe-tations for 1 pb�1 of data are shown in Fig. 3. This textbook measurement,

Fig. 3. Comparison of the present auray of the harged urrent ross setionmeasurement for zero polarization and the expetation for 50 pb�1 in di�erentharge and polarization states.whih demonstrates the V �A struture of the weak interation in the spae-like region, allows a preise determination of the W -propagator mass andsets a lower limit for a right handed WR of about 400GeV. As shown in



3390 R. KlannerFig. 4, HERA will measure the eletro-weak ouplings of the light quarkswith an auray similar to the LEP measurements for the heavy quarks.For a luminosity of 250 pb�1 for eletrons and positrons in two polarizationstates and a (too optimisti) 70% polarization value, the unertainty of theaxial-vetor oupling will be 6% for the u- and 17% for the d-quark. Theorresponding numbers for the vetor ouplings are 13% and 17%, respe-tively. HERA will also allow a preise measurement of the weak mixingangle sin2 �W in a way whih is omplementary to LEP/SLC.

Fig. 4. Measurement auray of the measurement of the vetor versus the axialvetor oupling for u-quarks as funtion of the eletron/positron polarization for atotal luminosity of 1 fb�1.Above measurements rely on preision polarimetry at the 1% level orbetter. HERA has two Compton polarimeters: A transverse one lose to theW -Hall, whih has an upgraded data aquisition system, and a longitudinalone just downstream of the HERMES target. The latter has been upgradedwith a new alorimeter. A avity to boost the laser intensity for the longi-tudinal polarimeter is under preparation at Salay. This will make a highspeed bunh by bunh polarization measurement possible.3.1.3. Physis beyond the Standard Model at HERAIIThere is a limited number of physis orners where HERA has a uniquesensitivity to physis beyond the Standard Model. The HERAI results andthe opportunities for HERAII have been disussed in detail at this Workshopand I will just list some of them.As eletron quark ollider, HERA is the ideal tool for the disoveryand the study of eq-ontat interations, leptoquarks, exited eletrons andneutrinos, lepton �avour violation and RP -violating supersymmetry.The present HERA limits on ompositeness are � depending on thetype of ouplings � between 2 and 5.5TeV at 95% on�dene level. Similar



DESY's Future High Energy Physis Programme 3391limits ome from LEP and the TeVatron. However without an inrease ofenter-of-mass energy the limits improve only slowly with luminosity. HERAhas a unique sensitivity to leptoquarks � espeially if the branhing ratioto the eq-hannel is small. This is shown in Fig. 5 where the limits for salareu- and ed-leptoquarks expeted for HERA (for an integrated luminosityof 400 and 800 pb�1) are ompared to the TeVatron limits for 1.5 fb�1. Inthe �eld of exited leptons HERA has no ompetition from the TeVatron.Already with HERAI the sensitivity ahieved exeeds the LEP-results forexited lepton masses above 200 GeV. This is shown in Fig. 6 for exitedeletrons neutrinos.

Fig. 5. Sensitivity of HERA versus TeVatron to ed- and eu-leptoquarks as funtionof the eq-branhing ratio and the leptoquark mass.

Fig. 6. Sensitivity of HERA versus LEP to exited eletrons and neutrinos asfuntion of oupling over energy sale versus exited fermion mass.



3392 R. KlannerHERA also allows a sensitive searh for �avour hanging neutral urrents(FCNC) � as example in Fig. 7 the presently ahieved sensitivity for theanomalous top oupling �tu from HERA is ompared to the results fromLEP and CDF. Also in the future HERA will be able to set the most stringentlimits for the transition e ! � . Competition omes from the measurementof rare B-deays at B-fatories.

Fig. 7. Sensitivity of HERA versus LEP and TeVatron to �avour hanging neutralurrents for the oupling tu.Another �eld where HERA will be ompetitive is supersymmetry withRP -violation. As an example we ompare in Fig. 8 for minimal supergravityRP -violation the present sensitivity of HERAI with results from L3 and D0.

Fig. 8. Sensitivity of HERA versus LEP and TeVatron to the searh forRP -violatingsupersymmetry for di�erent SUSY parameters.



DESY's Future High Energy Physis Programme 3393Last but not least it is worth to mention the exess of events with alepton, missing energy and large transverse hadroni energy from H1, whihstill awaits on�rmation and explanation. At this workshop H1 showed anexess of di- and tri-eletron events with masses above 100 GeV. The highluminosity of HERAII is learly required for settling these questions.3.2. Physis at TESLAAfter the ompletion of HERAII physis a high energy e+e� linear ol-lider (LC)is the priority of DESY's high energy physis programme. Thephysis and a oneptual detetor design are well doumented, for examplein the TESLA TDR and the proeedings of the ECFA/DESY Workshops.We thus will be fairly brief here.We start by reminding some of the events whih have happened sinethe presentation of the TESLA TDR in April 2001 at Hamburg. First of all,there is now a world-wide onsensus that a high energy e+e� LC overlappingin time with the running of the LHC is needed as the next high energyaelerator. It an only be built in a global ollaboration.The mandate of the ECFA/DESY Workshop has been prolonged byECFA for another two years. The ollaboration on the study of the physisquestions and on the preparation of the experiments between the Amerian,Asian, and European groups has signi�antly intensi�ed by ommon work-ing groups, workshops and onferenes. Detetor R&D programmes havebeen set-up both in Europe (reviewed by the DESY PRC-Physis ResearhCommittee) and in the US (DoE).An ICFA Tehnial Review Panel, headed by G.Loew, assesses the teh-nial status, the potential to reah energies in exess of 500GeV and therequired R&D for CLIC, JLC, NLC and TESLA. The �nal report is ex-peted for Otober 2002. An International Steering Committee (ILCSC)has been formed reently with the mandate to promote the LC within aglobal ollaboration. One of its important tasks is to develop a oherentapproah towards the national governments for the realization of a LC.In Germany the TDR for TESLA, the superonduting eletron-positronLC with an integrated X-ray laser laboratory, has been submitted to theGerman Siene Counil (Wissenshaftsrat). In a detailed report endorsedon July 12th 2002, the Wissenshaftsrat aknowledges �the partiular highgain of knowledge in fundamental questions of the miro- and maroosmosexpeted from the TESLA linear ollider� and �due to the high brilliane andtime resolution of the X-ray laser a new quality of experiments expeted inmany �elds of natural, bio-, geo- and material sienes�. The Wissenshaft-srat has asked the German Federal Government for an early, binding om-mitment for a German partiipation in a LC, one a more onrete pro-



3394 R. Klannerposal towards international �naning and international ollaboration hasbeen submitted by DESY. A ommitment by the German Government maybe expeted in 2003. In the meantime the preparations for the TESLA sitein Hamburg and Shleswig-Holstein are proeeding aording to plans.3.2.1. Higgs physisIt is expeted that the Higgs partile(s) will have been disovered byeither the LHC or the TeVatron before the start-up of the LC. But it willneed the leanliness and preision of the latter to �rmly establish the Higgsas mehanism for generating the mass of fundamental partiles. This will re-quire, besides a preision measurement of the Higgs mass and its ouplings,the determination of the quantum numbers, the total width and most im-portant the Higgs potential. It has been shown that this is possible withTESLA.In ase the branhing ratios of the Higgs are ompletely di�erent fromexpetations, Fig. 9 demonstrates that, by using the missing mass tehniquein the reation e+e� ! Z(��) + H, the Higgs mass and ross setion anbe preisely measured without model assumptions.

Fig. 9. Reoil mass spetrum for the reation e+e� ! Z(��)+ H at ps = 350GeVfor a luminosity of 500 fb�1.3.2.2. SupersymmetryIt is generally agreed that supersymmetry (SUSY) is the best motivatedextension of the Standard Model. A high energy LC is the ideal tool to studythe question how SUSY is broken and how its breaking is ommuniated to



DESY's Future High Energy Physis Programme 3395partiles. For SUSY partiles in the aessible energy range a LC allows tomeasure the masses with an auray of � 10�3, determine the produtionross setions and spin-parity and extrat the basi SUSY parameters likegaugino-, higgsino-, saler masses and the mixing- and oupling-parameters.Fig. 10 shows the importane of preision measurements to understand theorigin of the SUSY breaking by extrapolation to high energies.

Fig. 10. Evolution of the preision measurements at a linear ollider to the GUTsale.3.2.3. Physis beyond the Standard Model and GIGA-ZThere are many ways in whih physis beyond the Standard Model will beprobed at a high energy e+e� LC. As illustration, the triple gauge ouplingsWW and WWZ an be determined to an auray of a few 10�4 in singleW and W -pair prodution. The preision of the anomalous ouplings ��and �� ahievable at the TeVatron, LHC and a LC at 500 and 800 GeVare ompared in Fig. 11.Another way to explore the onsisteny of the Standard Model and thussearh for deviations, is to run TESLA at the Z-pole (GIGA-Z) whih ex-tends the preision measurements of the SLC and LEP at the Z-Pole by aninrease in statistis by two orders of magnitude. As an example, the exper-imental unertainty of the value of the e�etive weak mixing angle sin2 �e�from the measurement of the asymmetry ALR an redued to 0.000 013, anorder of magnitude lower than presently ahieved with the data from LEP,SLC and the TeVatron. To illustrate how measurements at GIGA-Z will im-prove the auray of the onsisteny hek of the Standard Model, Fig. 12shows the �2 of the eletro-weak �t versus the Higgs mass for the presentdata and the expetations from GIGA-Z. The inrease in sensitivity is trulyimpressive.



3396 R. Klanner

Fig. 11. Auray with whih the anomalous triple gauge ouplings for WW anbe measured at di�erent olliders.
Fig. 12. Comparison of the �2-sensitivity of the eletroweak �ts to the onsistenyof the Standard Model at LEP and GIGA-Z (100� luminosity).4. ConlusionsWith HERAII, one of two high energy aelerators in operation untilthe start up of the LHC, DESY has a rih partile physis programme inQCD, eletro-weak physis and physis beyond the Standard Model. BeyondHERAII DESY intends to play a leading role in a high energy e+e� linearollider, preferentially TESLA at Hamburg.


